
Scientists do not really know why at least one third of our day 
should be given to sleeping. But they do know the 
detrimental effects on wellness of lack of sleep. 
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Presentation Notes
Just as scientists cannot find the cure for the common cold, scientists do not really know why at least one third of our day should be given to sleeping.   As with the common cold, we feel the effects of lack of sleep.



Babies and animals naturally drift in and out of sleep --  as we 
age that capacity is lost as the demands of life increase. 
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Babies and animals naturally drift in and out of sleep --  as we age that capacity is lost as the demands of life increase.



For most of us, being able to take “cat naps” would be 
wonderful! But, typically our consciousness is too active with 

life demands to relax into a “cat nap.” 
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For most of us, being able to take “cat naps” would be wonderful!  Though many of us have memories of falling asleep with books on our laps, and even at the keyboard.  But, overall,



Sometimes, to often times, we cannot relax enough to get our 
necessary REM cycles of sleep. The brain cycles through a full 
REM cycle about every 3 hours. We need 2-3 REM cycles per 

night. Stress and Anxiety interferes with these. 
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mWe cannot relax enough to get our necessary deep sleep.  The brain cycles through a full cycle of REM and deep sleep about every three hours.  We need about three cycles a night.  If you are waking every couple of hours you never fully complete a sleep cycle, and thus do not receive the benefits.  Anxiety and Stress trigger our brains to wake up and “get to it.”  



A person can themselves in a terrible cycle of waking fully 
alert, usually between 2-3 am – this I call the “Awake now 
there must be something I should be doing” persona. The 

“need to sleep now” can hit sometime later, causing 
difficulty for starting a day.  
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A person can find themselves in a terrible cycle of waking fully alert usually between 2-3 am when they need to be deeply sleeping; and, then just an hour or two before the alarm goes off, they “crash” into sleep, and find waking up very difficult and the alarm clock no friend.  This is a maddening cycle because precious hours are taken. �  You have two opposing, yet necessary brain functions that we will give personas to: “Awake Now”  who has the attitude of “I don’t know what I need to do, but I am awake and ready;” and “Asleep now” who says “Hey, time to shut down and let those deeper parts of the mind be active while the body and consciousness “rest.”  When not stressed “Awake Now” and “Asleep Now” gives way to each gracefully.  However, anxiety and stress push “Awake Now” to over-ride “Asleep Now’s” wisdom. So “Asleep Now” may only get to 2-3am, before the “Awake No” comes charging back.  But the “Asleep Now” pushes back and you fall to sleep, only to have an alarm awaken you.�   A pattern often then is created, even when you are relatively relaxed, “Awake Now”  continues to break into “Asleep Now’s” time.  Insomnia is often one condition of this.   “Asleep Now” needs to be tended to in many ways to regain its needed place.�   Sleep research shows that as the lack of sleep keeps building a deficit our thinking, emotional balance, and even our physical activity is affected.  Let’s just say that after a sleepless or lack of decent sleep you very well may be in an irritable state, and probably not in a “Good Mood.”



Irritability heightens with sleep deficit. The “Don’t talk 
to me until after I have had my coffee” persona. 
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Irritability heightens with sleep deficit.



Short term memory is negatively affected by sleep 
deprivation. Deadlines, responsibilities, appointments can be 

forgotten as a consequence. 
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Short Term Memory becomes so short that not only can we not remember what we memorized the day before, we can get to the point of not remembering where we laid down our keys while we searched for the book we laid while we were going somewhere that we cannot remember…..



Depression and emotional withdrawal can occur 
without our awareness of it. 
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Depression, minor paranoia, emotional withdrawal all can slip into place without our awareness.



Minor Tasks can become MAJOR ones as our energy is 
diminished by lack of the needed REM cycles. 
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Minor tasks become MAJOR



One surprising sign of sleep deprivation is that a person 
actually falls asleep almost immediately.  In a healthy sleep 
pattern, sleep comes about 15-20 minutes after turning out 

the light for going to sleep. 
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One of the Sure Signs of Sleep Deprivation is that you actually fall asleep immediately.  In a natural and healthy sleep pattern sleep comes 15-20 minutes after you turn off the light.   And you sleep a minimum of six straight hours, and usually 7-9.   �While preparing this presentation, truly, I was walking across the student parking lot, and came across a license plate that summarized what this student could probably only dream of:



Chronic sleep deprivation and interrupted REM cycles need to 
be seriously addressed as wellness issues.  For many people 

sleep is a major challenge in their lives 
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Truly, the next day walking across the same parking lot I saw this license plate of a student who knows what she is like when the demands of college deprive her of sleep – she becomes:
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